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Database and search techniques for two-dimensional gel 
protein data: A comparison of paradigms for exploratory 
data analysis and prospects for biological modeling 

Two-dimensional (2-D) polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis can detect thousands of 
polypeptides, separating them by apparent molecular weight (A43 and isoelectric 
point (PO. Thus it provides a more realistic and global view of cellular genetic expres- 
sion than any other technique. This technique has been useful for finding sets of key 
proteins of biological significance. However, a typical experiment with more than a 
few gels often results in an unwieldy data management problem. In this paper, the 
GELLAB-I1 system is discussed with respect to how data reduction and exploratory 
data analysis can be aided by computer data management and statistical search 
techniques. By encoding the gel patterns in a“three-dimensional” (3-D) database, an 
exploratory data analysis can be carried out in an environment that might be called a 
“spread sheet for 2-D gel protein data”. From such databases, complex parametric 
network models of protein expression during events such as differentiation might be 
constructed. For this, 2-D gel databases must be able to include data from other do- 
mains external to the gel itself. Because of the increasing complexity of such 
databases, new tools are required to help manage this complexity. Two such tools, ob- 
ject-oriented databases and expert-system rule-based analysis, are discussed in this 
context. Comparisons are made between GELLAB and other 2-D gel database 
analysis systems to illustrate some of the analysis paradigms common to these 
systems and where this technology may be heading. 

1 Introduction 

This papers discusses paradigms for exploratory data analysis 
on two-dimensional (2-D) gel data and prospects for more 
global biological models of cell activity using such data. Why 
do we need 2-D gels and computer generated 2-D gel prote- 
in databases? In short, because major biologic processes 
(growth, differentiation, malignancy, etc.) are indeterminate, 
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i.e. too complex for complete determinate analysis of their 
component parts and explanations of all of their inter- 
relationships and functions. Biological, and particularly eu- 
caryotic systems, consist of a vast number of parts, of which 
genes and gene products are key. Most estimates suggest 
30 000-50 000 structural genes coding for proteins in 
eucaryotes, of which 5000-10000 are expressed at some 
level in a given cell L 1 I. While current gels usually fail to deal 
with such numbers, the 2-D gel technique is theoretically 
capable of such resolution and sensitivity [2], a point con- 
firmed by recent practical advances 13-51. Each of these pro- 
tein parts in a cell has complex interactions with other parts 
and the whole system is too complex for total description. 

Thus, understanding these biologic systems is analogous to 
understanding ocean currents, the weather, or macroeco- 
nomics. For all such systems, understanding begins with 
classifying as many component parts as possible, describing 
their interactions, and ultimately developing idealized models 
of the system which serve as explanations of our understand- 
ing. The economy inherent in biological processes suggests 
that while many proteins are essential for the life of the cell, no 
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one protein or metabolic pathway is of overriding importance 
- which is not to say that some pathways are not critical. 
Rather, each has its own role in concert with all the rest, and all 
must ultimately be included in our understanding. 

Thus the attraction of the 2-D gel approach is its capacity 
to lay out in a single image, theoretically at least, a complete 
display of the genetic expression occurring in a population 
of cells. In a single ‘snapshot’ one has measured the qualita- 
tive and quantitative setting of the genome - how the DNA is 
‘tuned’. By cleverly comparing the data inherent in 2-D gels 
from different but related samples, we can begin to discern the 
organization of genetic expression - which genes are express- 
ed coordinately during a biologic process and the sequence of 
changes in their expression. Two problems arise however: 
(i)The large quantity and complexity ofthe data (“it’s too com- 
plicated, I want a simple problem!”), and (ii) the lack of a 
relationship between the 2-D gel data and traditional bio- 
chemistry (“What are all those spots anyway?”). The solu- 
tion to the first is, obviously, creation and analysis of com- 
puterized databases (DB). For this, each of the computer 
systems described in this issue (as well as others mentioned) 
has faced a common set of problems: (i) record study data and 
digitize corresponding 2-D gel images; (ii) locate and quantify 
the component spots in each image; (iii) map the data from one 
image to the locations of homologous data in one or more 
similar images in an experimental series; (iv) create a unified 
database suitable for analysis. Such adatabase has, of necessi- 
ty, a structure analogous to a three-dimensional (3-D) stack of 
2-D gels (cf: Fig. l), thus implying certain practical constraints 
on data manipulation as well as the possibility of analysis of 
the stack from various points of view (by gels, by individual 
spots, by groups of spots, by external ordering of the stack, 
etc.); (v) develop an analytic strategy, and (vi) display results 
of analysis with derived (marked) images and graphs. 

1 ... 

P 
1 

~ r 
i I -k DENOTES MISSING SPOT 

Figure 1. Illustration of 3-D composite gel database, as a stack of 2-D gels. 
The set of gels are tied together by the Rgel or Reference gel GR. Corres- 
ponding spots are tied together and assigned to Rspot sets. Spots present in 
at least the Rgel are assigned to unextended Rspot sets (e.g. Rspots 1,2 and 
3), while those missing from the Rgel are assigned to extended eRspot sets 
(e.g.  ERspot 4). Spots missing from any gel may be extrapolated a s  EP spots 
(e. g. GRspot4,G2andG3 spots2and3,Gnspots3and4).Notallgelsneed 
be analyzed at any one time. The current subset ofgels under analysis at any 
one time is called the working set of gels. This may be further subdividedinto 
classes of gels which represent different experimental study conditions. An 
example of Rspot set data is given in Table 3. 

In the course of this, problems such as recognition of data ex- 
ternal to the gel image (eg. sample source, time sequence in an 
experiment, etc.), correction of digitization noise and other er- 
rors, and normalization of quantitative data must also be ad- 
dressed. While important and potentially instructive differ- 
ences between various computer systems exist, we believe that 
the fundamental similarity imposed by this hierarchy of data 
structures is more significant. Ideally, future systems will be 
modularized to permit the interactive choice of various solu- 
tions to each ofthese problems so as to optimize the result for a 
given problem. Analytic strategies likewise have a common 
set of problems. Fisher et uZ. [27] suggest a definition that is 
appropriate for 2-D gel databases: “Exploratory data analysis 
can be characterized as a search for regularity or structure 
among objects in an environment, and the subsequent in- 
terpretation of discovered regularity.” 

(i) Identify individual proteins whose presence or absence 
(qualitative change) serve as a marker for a class of samples 
(eg. a class of leukemias or cell lines transformed by a par- 
ticular oncogenic virus). (ii) Identify consistent quantitative 
changes in protein expression (relative spot size) which can 
serve as markers for a class of samples. (iii) Comparison of 
groups of proteins identified in (i) and (ii) using set operations 
after various classes of samples have been compared and 
marker proteins identified. Thus proteins which are most con- 
sistently different between classes can be identified as markers 
for these differences. Such proteins, by virtue of their con- 
sistency, are more likely to represent key gene products which 
underlie the biologic differences between sample classes. 
(vi) Ultimately, a complete catalog of proteins observed in all 
the gels from each sample in various databases can be con- 
structed. Creation of such large databases, particularly those 
containing summaries of the analytic comparisons and set 
operations noted above, provides a powerful inferential tool 
for comparison of mechanisms operative in diverse biologic 
systems. (v) Alternatively, gel patterns may be analyzed in a 
global fashion, in order to show the relatedness of samples to 
each other based upon a summary of their features. Various 
cluster analysis algorithms and other approaches will generate 
such ‘summary statistics’ and patterns of relatedness among 
samples. Such analyses also of course lead back to the in- 
dividual marker proteins since a natural outcome is to ask 
‘which proteins contribute the most to the final arrangement of 
sample relatedness’. 

The larger problem alluded to earlier, of relating 2-D gel data 
to other forms of biologic data, is more difficult. Ideally the 
protein databases can provide a scaffolding upon which more 
traditional biochemical information can be arranged, thus 
relating function to the underlying structure (proteins in- 
volved). The most obvious example of this sort is the capacity 
of 2-D gel database analysis to identify sets of proteins which 
are coordinately regulated during differentiation or other 
biological processes. In order to achieve this coordination, 
proteins in such sets must share common regulatory me- 
chanisms. The recent explosion of knowledge about classes 
of DNA binding proteins provides examples of such common 
regulatory mechanisms operative upon groups of genes. The 
problem is that most ‘spots’ on 2-D gels are unidentified and 
most proteins which have been isolated and studied func- 
tionally have not been located on a 2-D gel map. Further- 
more, there is as yet no universal 2-D gel map of proteins, 
transferable from lab to lab, and allowing meaningful com- 
munication based on the location of proteins in the map. Such 
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a solution to the current ‘Tower of Babel’in the 2-D gel world is 
clearly feasible but technically non-trivial. 

The best link, at present, between 2-D gels and the rest of 
biology appears to be the generation of partial amino acid 
sequences from proteins isolated from 2-D gels 16-81. Thus 
key proteins identified by comparing sets of proteins defined 
by statistical analysis of 2-D gel databases can be partially se- 
quenced and compared with the extant gene and protein 
sequence databases to obtain clues to their function. Such an 
approach also allows generation of nucleic acid probes which 
can be used to isolate, sequence and aid in defining the regula- 
tion of the gene coding for the original protein. By following 
this path for multiple members of a set of co-regulated proteins 
defined with a 2-D gel database for a variety of conditions, we 
may be able to elucidate and interrelate the various regulatory 
mechanisms operative. Thus our 2-D gel analyses may be 
used to lead our efforts at DNA sequencing in a rational way. 
The key point here is the need to relate expression (the evidence 
of regulation) and coordination of expression with the un- 
derlying genetic structure. It is not enough to simply sequence 
the human genome. We must understand its order, regulation, 
and coordination - a process in which 2-D gel database 
analysis will play an important role. 

We propose in this paper first to briefly recount how, in 
GELLAB-I [ 17- 191, we sought to deal with the set of prob-- 
lems common to all 2-D gel database systems using examples 
from our human leukemia and chicken embryo axonal regula- 
tion 2-D gel databases. Next we will indicate the alterations 
and elaborations embodied in our new system, GELLAB-11. 
These versions will be compared with the other major publish- 
ed 2-D gel database systems to illustrate these common 
paradigms. A not exhaustive list of these systems includes 

QUEST[131,PDQUEST1141,andHERMeS 115,161 aswell 
as other systems including some ofthese functions [20-251. A 
number of these systems are reviewed by Dunn and Burghes 
[26]. These gel analysis systems are all really performing an 
‘exploratory data analysis’. Finally, we will sketch possible 
avenues offuture work, including relating 2-D gel databases to 
gene and protein sequence databases and, ultimately, the goal 
of developing mathematical modeling capacity within such a 
unified biologic database system. Although this paper deals 
with a biological subject, it does so in the context of computer 
oriented database analysis. For that reason, some of the dis- 
cussion is multidisciplinary and somewhat technical. We feel 
this is necessary to adequately describe the algorithms and 
database problems with which we deal. 

TYCHO/KEPLER 291,ELSIE-IV [lOI,MELANIELll, 121, 

2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Description of the GELLAB paradigm 

All 2-D gel analysis systems commonly perform a data reduc- 
tion from image space to protein-concentration frequency- 
distribution space, and finally to a subset of named spots. This 
data reduction may be thought of as the following sequence 
of operations: Experimental information and gel images -+ 

spot-lists --f paired-spot-lists -+ composite-gel-database -+ 

analysis-derived-images-and-spot-lists. The analysis-derived 
spots can then be used to select proteins to extract from the gel 
and sequence, or which can be used as marker proteins. In 

GELLAB, this is performed by a series of programs [ 17- 191, 
with the following subgoals: experimental study and scanned 
gel image information acquisition - getacc; spot extraction 
and quantitation from original scanned gel image - sg2gii; 
pairing spots between gels - cmpgl2; merge and analysis of 
paired spot-lists as composite gel database - cgelp2; derived 
images and plots - markgel, mosaic, dendrogram. 

2.2 Definitions of GELLAB terminology 

In order to more easily describe GELLAB and compare it with 
other 2-D gel analysis systems, we define some of the ter- 
minology used in GELLAB in the Appendix. Although the ter- 
minology is different in other systems, many ofthese concepts 
are the same. Since there are so many terms, they are organ- 
ized by topic: gels, spots, images, database files and data 
filters. The Appendix may be skipped but referred back to as 
needed for the rest of the paper. The term database will refer to 
a multiple gel composite database. 

2.3 GELLAB-I description 

As this paper deals primarily with 2-D gel database analysis, 
we will not detail the method of spot quantitation and pairing 
between gels. This is discussed for our system in I1  8, 281. 
Other systems use different algorithms with the same expecta- 
tion for data reduction and similar results for creating files of 
quantified and matched spots between pairs of gels [9, 10, 
13-15,21,22,25,29-33]. Using statistical searches (such as 
listed in the Appendix) for differences between gel classes, one 
can find highly correlated marker proteins for use in clinical 
diagnosis. As an example, Fig. 2 shows an Rmap of gel 324.1 
with some of the adult human acute myelogenous leukemia 
marker proteins (Rspots 106, 235, 273, and 466) found by 
analysis ofthe HM5 database [341. These markers were found 
using several different statistical tests (parametric and non- 
parametric) at various minimum probability p-values and 
verified with mosaic images. Thedata was further analyzed by 
performing a complete-linkage cluster analysis using the 
dendrogram program, illustrated in Fig. 3, of some of these 
leukemia gels as a function of Rspots 235 and 273. Spots 
found in a search are savedin a Search Results List or SRL. 

One would like to find patterns in groups ofproteinsindicative 
of a given state of differentiation as well as putative co- 
regulated proteins, i.e. sets ofproteins whose relative synthetic 
rates show changes under specific physiologic circumstances. 
These can be visualized using spot expression profiles of pro- 
teins under different experimental conditions. Fig. 4a shows 
some expression profiles of key axonal-growth related prote- 
ins under different experimental conditions, and Fig. 4b is the 
cluster analysis dendrogram ofthese spots as afunction ofex- 
pression profiles. Another form of analysis uses constraints on 
relations between several spots in the same gel and between 
other gels. Constraint analysis has been used in the detection 
of putative coordinately regulated proteins [351, detection of 
point mutations [361, and polymorphisms 1371; the quan- 
titative effects ofphosphorylated charge shifts are discussed in 
[381. 

2.4 Composite gel 3-D databases 

Choices in structuring data representing aproblem domain af- 
fect how that data can be effectively analyzed. The implemen- 
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Figure 2. Rmap image of HM5 gel 324.1 with some of the myeloid marker spots 106,235,273 and 466 selected as a subset of putative marker spots. The 
putative marker spots were selected after running both parametric (I-test), non-parametric (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney) tests at probability p-value 
thresholds of .95 and .99 1601. Spots surviving these tests were then visually inspected using Rmap and mosaic images to remove false positives and 
negatives. 

Gel [0326.1](-AML) 
Gel IO322.2](-AML) 

Sd. Err dist I .OO I .32 1 .64 I .97 , 1.24 I 1.61 I 1.93 5 2.25 1 2.57 , 2.90 T 3.22 
SRL(2OJs RSPOT SETS 235 AND 273 FOR DENDROGRAMS, APRIL 24, 1986 
Auto-scallng, HM4S20.SPS of 04/24/1986, 064804 PM from: HM4PCG.PCG[62.3] 
Features: 235 & 273 

Figure 3, Dendrogram of some gels from 
the HM5 leukemia database clustered as a 
function of myeloid marker proteins 235 
and 273. Note the AML gels clustered 
together as would beexpected using marker 
proteins for that class. However, the 
preliminary data for ALL shows that it is 
split between two major clusters suggesting 
possible bimodality within the ALL data. 
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Figure 4. (a) Expression profiles of the 13 proteins previously determined to be modulated by environmental influences. Histogram-type plots of mean nor 
malized density versus coculture condition. The thick vertical bars indicate where statistically significant differences in the comparison ofthe adjacent ex- 
perimental classes occur. The expression profiles were manually clustered according to their most prominent feature. Heterogeneity of these groups is ob- 
vious at more detailed inspection and has been dealt with by computerized cluster analysis (see Fig. b). Cluster I proteins: proteins with high relative 
abundance in the absence of any cocultured cells (none). Cluster I1 proteins: proteins with high relative abundance under local coculture with peripheral 
nonneuronal cells (DRGNN). Cluster 111 proteins: proteins with depressed relative abundance under coculture with central nonneuronal cells (SCNN). 
Cluster IV proteins: proteins with high relative abundance under local coculture with central vervous system cells (SCNN and VSC). (b) Dendogram 
representing the clustering pattern of the 13 environmentally modulated proteins. Computerized cluster analysis was performed with the 13 modulated 
spots as the objects and the ratios ofthe mean values of all permutations of pairwise comparisons of all experimental classes as the features. Thenumbers to 
the left ofthe tree indicate the 2-D gel spot numbers. The abscissa represents cluster similarity distance as measured in standard error distance. As acutoff 
criterion of “significant clusters” the mean cluster similarity distance plus one standard deviate was used (cutoff iridicated by vertical arrow) This data is 
taken from 1591 and discussed there in the context of coordinate regulation of expression of axonal proteins by the microenvironment. 

tation of the GELLAB composite gel 3-D database shown in 
Fig. 1 may be visualized as a linear random-access file con- 
sisting of a state-of-the-database header, followed by Rspot 
sets Rspot [ 11,. . ., Rspothl,  eRspot [ 11,. . ., eRspot [m]. We 
should point out that the composite database does not contain 
the original image, raw spot quantification or raw pair-list file 
data at this final stage. The header ‘state’ contains current in- 
formation on which gels are in the database, their current gel 
accession information, lists of SRL and gel subsets, the work- 
ing set of gels, prefilter limits, etc. From the point of view ofthe 
computer program data structures involved, each spot in- 
stance from a given gel is stored as a member of a sorted 
linked-list for each Rspot set. Accessing an Rspot set means 
random accessing that linked-list using an in-core cache. If 
that Rspot set (as well as adjacent ones)is already in the cache, 
then processing will proceed rapidly. The file is always created 
(or expanded if need be) with additional capacity in each 
Rspot’s linked list so that adding spots (i.e.) one spot or more 
per gel) is not difficult. As noted in the Appendix, Rspots are 
defined as spots found in at least the Rgel. They may or may 
not be found in other gels. Similarly, eRspots are spots not 
found in the Rgel. They are found in other gels and then ex- 
trapolated to the Rgel. Therefore in any case, this form of 
database can represent all of the spots found on any ofthegels. 

Any Rspot may be extrapolated (with zero protein concentra- 
tion assumed) to any gel in which that Rspot is not present. We 
may optionally include theseEP spots in subsequent statistical 
calculations. 

The Fspot or foreign spot is simply the mapping of the 
numbering of spots from a similar sample 2-D gel database 
made in another laboratory with those Rspots in the data base 
under discussion. Obviously it is not one-to-one given the state 
of the art of inter-laboratory gel reproducibility. Thereforenot 
all spots can be mapped. GELLAB-I1 permits the use of map- 
ping files to discourse about the Rspot data base using Fspot 
numbers. Computer search results need to bevalidated. This is 
done by inspecting computer synthesized images. The Rmap 
image (cJ Appendix) can be used to locate potentially inter- 
esting spots and remove from further consideration false 
positive matches to ‘noise spots’ on thegels. The mosaic image 
(cf. Appendix) is inspected to detect extrapolated spots (EP) 
which are false negatives (i.e. actually exist but are below the 
limits of detection) or mispaired spots. In GELLAB, any labor 
intensive visual analysis is done only after statistical analysis 
of unedited data is performed. This, in order to verify the ac- 
curacy of results, greatly reduces the quantity of data which 
must be reviewed. 
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2.5 Second order database tools 

In addition to the standard types of univariate parametric or 
nonparametric statistical tests, there are a number of special 
tools which are useful for second-order analysis (the prefilter 
and statistical test being the first-order analysis): 
Ratio-histogram - histogram of means of each Rspot in two 
experimental classes for a subset of spots. 
Order-table - table of ratios of a subset of spots for all per- 
mutations of gel experimental classes for each spot. 
Expression-profile-table - table of protein expression of spots 
relative to the first experimental class. 
Correlation tables - correlation coefficient table of a set of gels 
or of a set of spots with each other. 
Dendrogram tree - cluster analysis plot of a set of objects as a 
function of a set of feature properties of each object; e.g. 
cluster a set of kek} as function of set of {Rspot} objects, or 
cluster {Rspots} objects as a function of spot expression 
profiles in various gels (see Fig. 3 for example.). 
Histogram plots - global histograms of spot and Rspot set 
features. 
Density vs. density plots - The density of a spot is plotted 
against the density of the corresponding spot in a second gel. 
Density vs. experimental-class-associated-values - 2-D scat- 
ter plots for viewing global correlations of protein concentra- 
tion as a function of experimental-class associated feature 
data. Coordinately regulated spots may be indicated by 
clustering on the same expression curves. 
Ratio-table plots - of a set of individual spots (corresponding 
to individual gels) as a function ofRspot set number. These are 
adjacent plots of individual spot (per gel) expression for 
several Rspot sets. 

There are a number of constraint-based searches which do not 
fall into the normal category of univariate statistics. These in- 
clude: 
Missing-class search - a qualitative test to find spots which do  
not appear in one of two classes, where the definition of ‘does 
not appear’ can be defined to take noise into account. 
Least-squares-search - a quantitative search for spots having 
similar expression response profiles. The profiles are com- 
puted as a function of experimental class associated value (e.g. 
culture time, dose, etc.). This search could be used for finding 
spots with the same (assumed linear) dose-response or time- 
response expression profile. 
Coordinate-pair search - a quantitative search for a list of 
spots that meet coordinated-pairing constraints (discussed 
under constraint analysis). 
%-search - a quantitative search for spots having a ratio > 
some threshold when mean values for two classes are com- 
pared. 
Expression-profile-search - a non-parametric quantitative 
search to find spots with an expression profile (as a function of 
experimental class) similar to a specified user model expres- 
sion profile with least square error < some threshold. 

2.6 Set operations 

By partitioning gels and spots in the composite gel database 
into their respective subsets, one can refine such subdivisions 
using the set operations union, intersection, and difference. Of 
course, the resulting derived sets can be saved and used in 
other set operations and as part of the prefilter. This is espe- 
cially useful for comparing results obtained by exploring 

the database under different views. Another class of useful 
operators are relational operators which let us search on rela- 
tions between spots, or relations between previously perform- 
ed searches based on different partitions of the database. For 
example, we can find which searches contain a particular 
Rspot or which searches meet a relational expression criteria. 
(For example, to find search result list subsets dealing with 
“AML and CLL but with a probability p-value threshold > 
0.8”, one enters “AML & CLL & - p  > 0.80”). The ability to 
add and remove spot numbers from spot sets allows us to im- 
plement parts of an annotation database to keep track ofspots 
found subsequently to belong to a particular annotation set. 

2.7 2-D Gel spreadsheet 

Although we have not stated so explicitly, we are effectively 
analyzing the gel database as ifit were a 2-D gel spreadsheet by 
looking at the database from different views. The gel database 
manipulation program cgelp2 contains a “command-lan- 
guage” for manipulation of 2-D gel data views. The language 
may be thought of as allowing the user to apply “Operators” to 
“Objects” to produce “Views” as illustrated in Table 1. One 
example of changing the view is by changing the density 
normalization method [ 181. We could first normalize the 
database using the ratio-sum method where each spot’s densi- 
ty is expressed as a ratio to the sum of the densities of some set 
of normalization spots for that gel. We could alternatively use 
a least-squares normalization to take the overall protein con- 
centration of the gel into account. The first is alocal and the se- 
cond a more global view. 

Another use of different views is in trying to find gel sub- 
classifications based on evidence discovered in previous views 
(cf. Table 2). Table 3 is a tabular view of rank ordered Rspot set 
data from the HM5 leukemia database. This shows Rspot 466 
HCL data as being putatively bimodal. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 5 as an idealized frequency histogram of spot concentra- 
tions (as a function of experimental class). Plotting this data 
makes the bimodality ofthe HCL data obvious. Fig. 3 shows a 
dendrogram in which gels from the leukemia database are 
clustered as a function of myeloid markers showing putative 
bimodal ALL data. These types of results suggests that no 
assumption of sample normality be made and other multi-uni- 
modal tests be applied. 

Table 1. ‘Operators’ applied to ‘objects’ produce ‘views’a) 
~ ~ ~ 

Objects 
by mapping them with various 

Operators Prefilter operators 

Gels, spots, sets of spots, sets of sets, parameters 

Set operators: union, intersection, difference, 
Statistical search operators: parametric, nonparametric 
Constraint-based search operators: pair-spo t-ratios, 
fmzy test for missing-spots 

Tables of: Rspot, correlation, histogram, etc. 
Lists of: spots, gels 
Gray-scale and color image displays and plots of: 
mosaics, Rmaps and feature-feature plots, cor- 
relations, histograms, dendrograms. 

can generate different 
Views 

a) Based on analysis of the current views one adjusts the objects and 
operators iteratively, deriving new objects when attempting to con- 
verge on the essential class differences characterized by sets of 
spots. 
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Table 2. Example of changing the ‘view’ of a lymphocyte leukemia databasea) 

View # Classes All-classes 

Main cell lineage 2 myeloid lymphoid 
Primary leukemia diagnoses 
Putative secondary subclasses > 6  

a) The two subclasses ALLl and ALL2 are suggested by the  dendrogram cluster analysis of the four classes of gels as a function of myeloid 
marker proteins ( c t  Fig. 3); The two subclasses HCLl and HCL2 are suggested by the bimodal distribution of Rspot 466 in the  HM5 data- 
base 1341 (cf. Table 3 and Fig. 5). 

4 AML ALL CLL HCL 
AMLl + 2 ALLl + 2 CLLl + 2 HCLl + 2 

Table 3. Protein quantitative data for HM5 Rspot 466 indicating 
possible bimodal distribution for HCL class gelsa) 

0369.3 2 294.18 0352.1 1 32.48 
0388.1 4 294.11 0355.1 1 17.91 
0389.1 4 251.47 0382.2 4 14.94 
0384.3 4 239.38 0370.1 2 14.66 
0333.1 1 183.66 0382.3 4 14.03 
0369.1 2 180.69 0382.1 4 13.81 
0338.1 1 148.88 0354.1 1 10.75 
0339.1 1 
0336.1 1 
0369.2 2 
0324.2 1 
0324.1 1 
0324.3 1 
0337.1 1 
0326.3 1 
0326.1 1 
0346.1 1 
0383.1 4 
0326.2 1 
0325.1 1 
0325.3 1 
0325.2 1 

42.52 
19.05 
17.71 
07.93 
07.70 
05.41 
00.27 
74.33 
12.71 
71.13 
10.77 
69.88 
34.12 
34.02 
33.06 

0356.1 
0376.1 
0360.1 
0374.2 
0374.3 
0353.1 
0374.1 
0390.1 
0378.3 
0376.2 
0378.1 
0378.2 
0377.1 
0385.1 

1 9.11 
3 1.19 
1 6.86 
3 6.44 
3 6.30 
1 6.20 
3 6.13 
4 5.06 
3 3.50 
3 3.39 
3 3.36 
3 3 .OO 
3 1.48 
4 1.38 

a) Rspot set data for Rspot[466] for 43 gels taken from the HM5 
leukemia lymphocyte database. Note suggestive bimodal HCL, 
class 4, distribution. In the table, ACC # is the gel accession num- 
ber uniquely defining each gel sample, class is the experimental 
class (1 = AML, 2 = ALL, 3 = CLL, 4 = HCL, the density is the 
value of normalized integrated spot density (protein concentra- 
tion). The data is taken from the HM5 adult human leukemia 
database [60]. Rspot[466] is also one of the marker proteins dif- 
ferentiating AML and CLL. 

t 
- - CLL 

Protein Concentration 
Ldens 

Figure 5.  Illustration of frequency distributions of protein concentration of 
four classes of gels for HM5 leukemia database Rspot set 466. The 
histogram data from Table 3 are drawn as smooth frequency distributions 
to indicate possible trends in this type of data ~ not the actual data itself. It 
indicates a putative bimodal frequency distribution plot for HCL class gels 
for this polypeptide which is more apparent when graphed. Such bimodal 
distributions suggests possible subclasses. One consequence of such results 
is that univariate model tests should not be applied blindly since they assume 
unimodal distributions. Protein concentration is in least-square normalized 
integrated density units. 

In addition to using different operators and normalizations, 
we can change the views by adjusting prefilter parameters to 
change the view of a slice into the ‘3-D’ gel database. Some of 
the parameters often changed include: subset of gels in the 
working set of gels, experimental classes partition, normaliza- 
tion method (ratio to particular spots, least-squares nor- 
malization to range of Rgel, % total density of a gel, etc.), set 
operations on different search results, and externally imposed 
constraints. We can use relational and set operations on sets of 
spots or sets of gels to describe higher level views of the data- 
base, eg. annotation of properties of gels or spots. Another use 
of the prefilter is to reduce thrashing of the database between 
main computer memory and the disk database file. For 
example, by restricting the region of the gel under search, only 
that part of the database required will be brought into memory 
during the search - thus speeding up the search. Generally, 
one would iterate between setting of prefilter and search 

Table 4. Example of failure code histogram used to help adjust pre- 
filter limitsa) 

Prefilter ‘failcode ’ Histogram 
Frequency Test # NAME O F  TEST 

341 0 PASSES ALL TESTS! 
000 1 Rspot set is NULL 
000 

or OD-range limits 
382 3 #gels outside of #-gels-required per class 

limits 
000 4 # gels meeting relative (dx, dy)-from-land- 

mark limits = 0 
000 5 Rspot set Rgel position outside of PI-MW 

region 
356 6 No gels in working set meet spot-pairing- 

label limits 
064 7 No gels in working set meet DP limits 
000 8 No gels in working set meet DL limits 
000 9 No gels in working set meet OD-range limits 
003 10 Failed mean AREA statistics 
203 11 Failed mean DENSITY statistics 
000 12 Failed coefficient of variation of AREA 

000 13 Failed coefficient of variation of DENSITY 

2 No gels in Working Set meet label, DP, DL 

statistics 

statistics 

a) Failure code statistics are an optional result of performing a search 
through the composite spot data base. During the  search, if the 
prefilter fails for any reason for any spot, that reason is counted 
in a histogram. These data base search statistics were from a search 
of a subset of the leukemia database [601. For this search, the 
histogram indicates that the prefilter limits were set so that about 
25 % of the Rspot sets passed the prefilter. By adjusting those 
prefilter values with the highest rejection rates (for example, Code 
03 #gels-required-per-class), one could increase the number of 
Rspots passing the prefilter. If we failed on the lower bound of a 
prefilter limit, then the next time the limit would be decreased 
whereas failure on the upper bound would cause the upper bound 
to  be increased. In the integrated expert-system being added to 
GELLAB-11, this will be suggested (and optionally performed) 
automatically. 
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probability p-value threshold parameters for optimizing re- 
sults of statistical tests. Failure-mode statistics can be ac- 
cumulated and used to aid the setting of prefilter parameters. 
Table 4 shows a sample failure-code histogram which in- 
dicated that in the previous search of the database, most 
prefiltered spots were rejected because the number of gels re- 
quired per experimental-class was out of range. This suggests 
that the lower limit for this parameter might belowered further 
in order to permit more spots to be analyzed. 

2.8 Composite group of spots 

It is sometimes useful to postulate that a group of spots on the 
same gel are the result of fragmentation of a single spot caused 
by some systematic process whether in the biology, the 
production of the gel or the image processing. We can define a 
composite group of spots (CP) and the method used to track 
fragmented or posttranslationally modified spots 1391. Post- 
translational modification chains in 2-D gels are discussed in 
[ 1,381. The group of spots constituting a CP  may be different 
on different gels and are defined, in GELLAB-I, during the 
spot pairing phase of the analysis. They could also be defined 
after the paged composite gel database was constructed. Any 
system treating a group of spots as a single spot needs to 
specify which spots in which gel are in any particular group. In 
general, for corresponding groups in different gels one may 
not always have all members of a group present in all gels. 
GELLAB-I allows manual entry of C P  spots as a set of GSF  
spot numbers specific to a C P  spot for each gel. A spot is 
denoted by ccj, i. e. its connected-component number j (see 
GSF definition in Appendix) defined by the spot segmentation 
(quantification) algorithm. Denoting C P  spots in GELLAB-I 
is done by manually editing a file of entries of the form: 

CPspot-name, AcC # = { ccip ccj, . . . ,  ccn (1) 

e.g. 

Then spot features are automatically computed for the C P  
spot. For example for a C P  spot z in gel g as illustrated for 
some of the following features: integrated density as D,, = 
Z i E ~ p Z g  Dig, area as A, ,  = CiEcpzg Ai,, and the estimated C P  
centroid is: 

( 3 )  

(4) 

Having manually defined the connected-component numbers 
in group spots z and CP,,for a set of gels, program cmpgl2 will 
declare these as additional spot CC numbers. Thesein turn are 
paired (by definition) and are given a C P  spot pairing label. 
Note spots constituting a group could be counted twice in the 
database if we are not careful. Therefore, iftheCP labelisused 
in the database prefilter, spots which are part of a group are not 
tested individually, but only as part of a C P  spot. They may 
alternatively be viewed as individual spots by setting the 
prefilter to ignore C P  Rspots. 

2.9 Constraint analysis 

Views can also be specified by constraint analysis models. We 
illustrate one example of constraint analysis below, while 
another might be the detection of posttranslational modifica- 
tion chains of spots and another the detection of poly- 
morphism. The search for putative precursor-product pairs is 
an example of a constraint analysis search based on a par- 
ticular spot pair model (351. This is sketched out in Algorithm 
1. 

Algorithm 1 : Finding putative precursor-product pairs. The 
object is to find pairs of spots constrained by limits on some of 
their properties. Pair-ratio constraints can be used to find 
putative precursor-product protein pairs in which, for 
example, a small peptide is cleaved from a precursor yielding 
the product. 

precursor, = (signal, + product,). ( 5  1 
This model assumes a small peptide with small or no resulting 
p I  change. Then the following constraints can be used to find 
putative precursor-product spot pairs: 

where TpI and Thlw are limits meeting the expectations of the 
model and the protein concentrations (0 and o) pair-ratio for 
spots 1 and 3 for two gels a and b 

(OI + 0 3 ) a / ( o l  + 0 3 ) b  - 1.0 (8) 

Constraint-analysis-based spot search models are being in- 
creasingly investigated [ 15, 35,401. This type of constraint- 
based search algorithm could also be applied to finding 
putative point mutations (discussed in [361), or polymor- 
phisms in genetic studies [37, 411 both of which exhibit 
similar small shifts inpland/or MW[381. Constraint analysis 
has also been proposed using predicate calculus and relational 
database models [ 15, 161. 

3 Results 

3.1 GELLAB-11: Enhancements of GELLAB-I 

GELLAB-I was written in the SAIL language [42] which only 
runs on DEC 10/20 systems. Over the past few years, we have 
developed a SAIL to C compiler called PSAIL [43,44] which 
has been used to translate the approximately 70 000 lines of 
GELLAB SAIL code to C. All of the code is currently 
translated to C and is being converted to run in the UNIX* 
operating system using the portable X-window System 
graphics environment. The portable UNIX C version of 
GELLAB-I1 is available for SUNS and microVAX-I1 class 
computers. Later non-UNIX versions such as for PC/386, 
VMS and other systems with C compilers will be considered. 
GELLAB-I1 uses the X-window System 1451 for providing a 

* UNIX is a trademark of ATT; microVAX and VMS are trademarks of 
DEC; POSTSCRIPT is a trademark of Adobe Systems Inc. 
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portable color display and an optional interactive pop-up 
menu system to aid the inexperienced user. X-windows now 
run on alarge number of UNIX systems and will be running on 
several non-UNIX systems (VMS and MS-DOS) as well. The 
Xpix application program [461 has been written as an image 
interface between X windows and GELLAB-I1 and provides 
us with portable image graphics as well as the ability to flicker- 
compare gel images. GELLAB-I1 also has online HELP 
manual documentation based on keyword search. Another 
graphics extension to GELLAB-I1 allows the generation of 
portable Tektronix 4010 as well as POSTSCRIPT language 
graphics output. POSTSCRIPT can be used with many laser 
printers to give rapid high quality plotter output for derived gel 
data. The Tektronix output enables the GELLAB user to 
generate graphics output when running on “dumb” terminals 
where a workstation environment is not available. GELLAB- 
I1 has increased many ofthe GELLAB-I limits: larger images 
(up to 4096 x 4096) rather than the 5 12 x 5 12 pixel images of 
GELLAB-I; up to 8000 gels and 16 000 Rspot sets per paged 
composite gel (PCG) database. Image compression is also 
used and is essential to preserve disk space - especially when 
using these larger images. Derived images are still 5 12 x 5 12, 
which is adequate to visualize proteins of interest while 
minimizing storage requirements. 

We plan to use a high resolution charge coupled device (CCD) 
scanner: Data Copy model 6 12 F with 1728 x 2400 x 8-bit 0- 
2.3 optical density units, normally scanning a 1024 x 1024 x 
8 bit image. This is connected via a standard small computer 
system interface (SCSI) to the SUN and is relatively machine 
independent. (This UNIX driver, written by Chris Johnson of 
Falcon Systems, will be made available by NCI) Scanner 
dependency is restricted to one small program module. 
However, using the ppxcvt program, GELLAB can use image 
data from other sources such as TV cameras, an optronix 
scanner, and other CCD/photodiode array scanners. Com- 
mand history (also called journaling) and macro substitution, 
like that in the UNIX C shell history mechanism, can be used 
to save typing and to keep a record of all database changes in 
the cgelp2 database program. 

An expression-profile (see Fig. 3 and [591) is a pattern con- 
sisting of an ordered list of mean protein concentrations of a 
particular protein as a function of experimental-study class. 
For n classes, let protein kfor class c have density mck, then the 
expression profile is an n-tuple: (1.0, m2Jmlk, . . ., mnJmlk). 
GELLAB-I1 has two new statistical operations for finding and 
presenting expression profiles. The ordered expression profile 
table operation creates two tables for selected Rspot sets: 
(i) Rspot number us. expression profile, and (ii) Rspot number 
us. an ordered list of other Rspot numbers in that set ranked by 
minimum least square error between the profile ofthe spot be- 
ing considered and that of each spot in its list. Only those with 
minimum least square error < a specified threshold are 
reported. Those reported, indicate clusters of Rspot sets with 
similar expression profiles. The other operation is an expres- 
sion-profile search through the database looking for Rspot 
sets whose expression profile is similar (in the same sense just 
discussed) to a user-specified expression profile ratio and 
which have aleast square error < some threshold. The cgelp2 
database analysis program also runs in either an interactive 
menu or command-driven user interface. The latter can op- 
tionally be fed from a batch script with results going into a log 
file. GELLAB also provides a higher level user interface, mak- 
job, which can generate GELLAB command script files for 

Table 5. Possible objects for object oriented 2 - ~  gel databasesa) 

(A) Name 
(A.l) Name of protein for Rspot set or Composite Rspot Set 
(A.2) Alternative name(s) of protein - if discrepancy 

(B) Amino acid sequence (through pointers to GenBank, EMBL, etc . )  
(B.l) Amino acid sequence (or name of sequence) for poly- 

(B.2) Alternative sequence(s) or sequence fragment(s) 
(B.3) Genetic variant/polymorphism(s) sequence(s) 
(B.4) Chromosome location(s) 
(B.5) Amino acid composition(s) 
(B.6) Gene structure(Intron/Exon, erc.) 

(C.l) Disease(s) where marker-spot present or increases, and ’% 

(C.2) Disease(s) where marker-spot absent or decreases, and 2% 

peptide spot 

(C) Disease 

concentration wlvariance 

concentration w/variance 
(D) Structure 

(D.l) Structure/location(s) where protein occurs in the cell 
(D.2) Crystalogaphic structure(s) references 
(D.3) NMR structure(s) references 

(E.l)  Protein’s function(s) in cell 
(E.2) Subcellular localization(s) 
(E.3) Enzymatic activity of this polypeptide 
(E.4) Multimeric-protein(s) it is part of if any and 

(E) Function 

(E.4.1) Number of subunits present 
(F) References 

(F . l )  Reference(s) of papers detailing that spot 
(F.2) Estimated value(s) and variance of p l ,  MW - published 
(F.3) Source(s) ~ who has or sells the antibody 

(G.l) Mapped Rspot # in  GELLAB-I1 standard PCG DB 
(G.2) Mapped Rspot #(s) in other system’s spot DB(s) - 2-tuples 

(G.3) Local morphologic neighborhood naming Rspots adjacent 

(G.4) Statistics on reliability of local morphologic neighborhood 

(G.5) List of composite group spot member spots (if this is a 

(G) Protein maps 

(DB-name, Fspot#) 

to this spot 

of spot 

composite group of spots) 
(H) Regulation of this protein 

(H.l)  List of other Rspot #s which appear to be co-regulated 

(H.2) Inducers/repressors for this polypeptide 
(H.3) Post-translational modifications of this polypeptide 
(H.4) Half-life of this polypeptide 
(H.5) N-tuple association of one Rspot with other Rspot(s) or 

with this spot 

‘object’ features 
(I) Taxonomy 

(1.1) Species 
(1.2) Strain 
(1.3) Organ 

(1.3.1) Cell type 

(J . l )  Researcher(s) 
(5.2) Sample preparation and time stamp 
(5.3) Gel preparation and time stamp 
(J .4) Experiment description 

(J) Experimental external data 

(K) ETC 

a) These are some features of polypeptides to be stored in ‘slots’ in 
a possible object-oriented database. The object may contain data 
or pointers to entries in other objects or to external file databases 
(probably the most common implementation because of the 
amount of data and duplication involved). For all slots - only 
those which are known need be entered into the database. All 
entries are source ( i . e .  where it came from) and time stamped. 
This compilation of entries was derived from a number of sug- 
gestions in many of the 2-0 gel papers referenced in this paper. 
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many of the routine GELLAB programs. These scripts are 
automatically generated, based on user-prompted problem 
description using 4‘h generation program generation tech- 
niques - thus greatly magnifying analysis power without the 
user having to worry about the details. 

3.2 GELLAB-I1 future enhancements 

GELLAB-I1 will be using object-oriented database tech- 
niques for merging 2-D gel and other types of information. 
Some of the information we might want to have available in a 
database are listed in Table 5. Relational databases can be a 
subset of object-oriented databases; therefore relational tech- 
niques are not excluded. We will be able to apply (through ad- 
ditional UNIX processes) new data analysis programs to pre- 
filtered database data without leaving the GELLAB environ- 
ment. These new programs can then be thought of as com- 
mand extensions and treated the same way as other built-in 
commands. In GELLAB-I, this was done by exporting cgelp 
data through SPSS files which were then analyzed by running 
separate programs after exiting the cgelp database program. 
Similarly, GELLAB-I1 will merge the ability to view Rmaps, 
mosaics and dendrograms, etc., without leaving the GELLAB 

cgelp2 database program. Any number ofprograms or copies 
of cgelp2 can read the same gel database simultaneously to 
analyze the same data in different ways. However, only the 
owner of the file can change the database. 

We will examine additional automation tools for the C G  
problem. One can use tight constraints to look for a chain of 
spots as a model of a posttranslational modification chain. 
Such constraints might include: (i) p l  slope, (ii) inter-Rspot- 
spacing (as suggested by [471), (iii) variance about a line fit 
through them, (iv) variation of size of spots in the group 
(related to their order in the chain) and (iv) periodicity of the 
spots in the chain. Currently, however, no automatic algo- 
rithm can be completely trusted, especially when additional 
problems such as different numbers of spots in the chains in 
different gels and interfering neighboring spots which may 
shift MW are taken into account. 

3.2.1 Expert systems 

We have been experimenting using expert-systems ([481 is a 
good introductory text). One application is as an aid in running 
software such as the cgelp2 exploratory data analysis part of 

Table 6. Example of part of expert-system rule set for helping select statistical testa) 
~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~~ 

TITLE : STATISTICAL-TEST-TO-USE-RULES , 

@ Rules: STATISTICAL-TEST-TO-USE-RULES 
R1: 

R2: 

R3 : 

R4 : 

R5 : 

R6: 

R7 : 

R8 : 

R9 : 

R10 

R11 

if CHANGES-EXPECTED 
then assert: DO-TESTS 
if @not CHANGES-EXPECTED 
then assert: IS-DON’T-DO-TESTS 
if DO-TESTS and QUALITATIVE 
then assert: IS-MISSING-CLASS-TEST 
if DO-TESTS and QUANTITATIVE and EXPECT-GAUSSIAN-DISTRIBUTIONS 
then assert: PARAMETRIC-TESTS 
if DO-TESTS and QUANTITATIVE and @not  EXPECT-GAUSSIAN-DISTRIBUTIONS 
then assert : NON-PARAMETRIC-TESTS 
if PARAMETRIC-TESTS and @Val NBR-CLASSES @== 2 and @Val GELS/CLASS @ >  1 
then assert: T-TESTS 
if PARAMETRIC-TESTS and @ Val NBR-CLASSES @ > = 2 and @ Val GELSlCLASS @ > 1 
then assert: IS-F-TEST 
if T-TESTS and EQUAL-VARIANCE 
then assert: IS-STANDARD-T-TEST, IS-T-TEST 
if T-TESTS and @ not EQUAL-VARIANCE 
then assert: IS-BEHRENS-FISHER-T-TEST, IS-T-TEST 
if NON-PARAMETRIC-TESTS and 2-CLASSES and @Val GELS/CLASS @== 1 
then assert: IS-%CHANGE-TEST 
if QUANTITATIVE and NON-PARAMETRIC-TESTS and @Val CLASSES @== 2 and @Val GELSlCLASS @> = 3 and 

then assert: IS-WILCOXON-MANN-WHITNEY-TEST 
@Val P-VALUE @> = 0.80 

R12: if QUANTITATIVE and NON-PARAMETRIC-TESTS and @ Val CLASSES @ > = 2 @ Val CELSlCLASS @ > = 5 
then assert: IS-KRUSKA-WALLIS-TEST 

@Hypotheses: 
IS-F-TEST 
IS-STANDARD-TEST 
IS-BEHRENS-FISHER-T-TEST 
IS-WILCOXON-M ANN-WHITNEY -TEST 
IS-KRUSKA-WALLIS-TEST 
IS-%CHANGE-TEST 
IS-MISSING-CLASS-TEST 
IS-DON’T-DO-TESTS 
@end 

a) The notation expresses facts or hypotheses as UPPER-CASE-WORDS, lower case words and ‘@’ prefixed words are rule connectives and data 
evaluation operators, respectively. For example ‘@Val CLASSES’ will return the current number of experimental classes currently visible in 
the PCG database and which we are using to  compare gels. Then, the predicate ‘@Val GELSlCLASS @ > 1’ is true if it evaluates to true - i. e. 
there is more than one gel in a class. The objective of using the expert-system with the above rule set is to  select one of the hypotheses 
which makes sense given the current state of the GELLAB database. Information which is not found in the database will be prompted for 
from the user. 
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GELLAB. Table 6 shows part of an expert-system rule-set 
which can be used to help select a statistical test to apply to the 
database. We are investigating rule sets in parameter selection 
by analyzing “failcode” histogram data (cf- Table 4) as well as 
normalization method selection, detection of correlated spots, 
constraint analysis, gel classification, assisting in batch script 
generation, and the use of auxiliary databases in the context of 
2-D gels. Tukey [491 discusses some of the uses of expert- 
systems for exploratory data analysis. In particular, expert- 
systems can be especially useful for helping occasional or 
novice users. Because of the complexity of any 2-D gel analy- 
sis system, a system which worries about forgotten or un- 
known details (and prompts the user where appropriate) will 
be much more usable by users who cannot and do not want to 
remember all ofthe idiosyncrasies ofperforming an analysis. 

We will be adding the ability to GELLAB-I1 to use spot data 
from other sources. GELLAB-I was only able to read GCF 
spot pairing files. GELLAB-I1 will be able to access other 
GELLAB gel databases through mapping files so that dif- 
ferent Rspot numberings for different data bases can be 
translated. In contrast, GELLAB-I only allowed analyses ofa 
single gel database - although that databasecould beextended 
by adding additional gels. GELLAB-I1 will also be able to use 
data from non-GELLAB spot pairing files, (such as matchset 
or match-pair type data files [lo, 131 to construct a gel 
database file. Thus data analysis will be independent of the 
particular spot pairing and spot quantitation method used. It 
will also be able to merge and use non-gel spot-associated in- 
formation with the gel database. Algorithms 2 and 3 show how 
this mapping can be done by mapping matchset or match-pair 
data files into the single GELLAB database file. The first con- 
verts match-pair data into a form required by cgelp2 to build 
the database. The second shows how one might extrapolate 
landmarks for gels where they are missing or new landmarks 
are being propagated so that spots can be extrapolated. 

3.2.2 Algorithm 2: Conversion of match-pair data into Rspot 
and eRspot sets 

Because a set of match-pair files and a set of gel comparison 
files for the same set of gels contain equivalent paired-spot 
transitivity information, conversion is fairly straightforward. 
(i) Pick any gel as the Rgel and create the initial Rspot sets 
from it. (ii) Scan the match-pairs repeatedly, looking for spots 
which are in the Rspot set, and add that (gel, spot) pair to that 
Rspot set. If a match-pair entry does not get entered into the 
database during one pass, it will enter at some later pass if it is 
linked through some other gel to the Rgel. (iii) Finally, when no 
more changes can be made, for each match-pair file in turn, put 
the match-pair spots not in any Rspot sets into eRspot sets 
and iterate until there are no more spots added. Using Local 
Morphologic Neighborhoods (described in Algorithm 3). 
estimate missing spots for gels not present and extrapolate 
them into the Rspot and eRspot sets. 

3.2.3 Algorithm 3: Local morphologic neighborhood 
replacement for landmark spots 

The local morphologic neighborhood (LMN) algorithm 
described here can estimate “effective landmarks” for gels 
where the landmark spot is missing. It can also be used for gen- 
erating pseudo-landmarks (as spots are propagated through 

the gel database using Algorithm 2 above). We will be replac- 
ing landmark spots with LMN’s in future cgelp2 versions 
so that paired-spot data from other gel analysis systems can 
be used with GELLAB-11. Cgelp2 currently has the data 
structures and algorithms in place to handle this type of data. 
Each Rspot has its own LMN which is a list ofthe numbers of 
all neighboring Rspot sets found within any gel for which the 
Rspot is defined such that they are constrained to be within a 
local neighborhood region. Briefly, for any particular gel, only 
some of these LMN spots will be present. The algorithmlets us 
extrapolate a spot in that gel even though the entire LMN set of 
adjacent spots is not present. Each Rspot’s LMN is stored in 
the associated data dictionary for that Rspot set. As will be dis- 
cussed, each spot (i. e. gel) in the Rspot set will have a subset 
set of the LMN Rspots visible to it. As will be discussed, each 
spot (i. e. gel) in the Rspot set will have a subset set of the LMN 
Rspots visible to it. For example the ‘LMN’ for Rspot 12731 
might be: 

Rneghbors(273) = L M N ( R s P o ~ ~ ~ ~ )  = { 25,76,77,235,236/ 

Each spot in the Rspot set has one or more of these Rnelghbor 
Rspot numbers in its own LMN. 

(9 )  

The subset of Rspots in R,,,,yhbors can be used to compute an 
effective landmark and displacement vector (Dx, Dy) (from 
the landmark to the estimated extrapolated EP spot) for any 
gel for each Rspot set. As mentioned, each spot (or corres- 
ponding gel position) in the Rspot set contains a subset of 
LMN spots. The default LMN of the current gel pairing 
schema is simply the interactively defined landmark spot. If a 
landmark is missing for a particular gel, we can estimate its 
position and (Dx, Dy) for that gel in order to calculate the es- 
timated Rspot position that it would have for that gel. 

Given a set of LMNq spots (Rspot,, Rspotb, . . ., Rspotk) 
associated with Rspot q then the LMNq centroid (in Rgel 
space) is estimated by, 

‘ Rspot j E LMNq 

where N ,  is LMN,] .  

The displacement vector for the LMNq centroid to one of the 
LMNq spots j is 

- _  
I/LMNqj = (Dxt D y ) q j  =(x, Y)LMNq-(Xp y>j (12) 

Then for any gel g missing from the Rspot set q, but for which 
at least one of the LMNq spots exists in subset LMNgq, the es- 
timated centroid (X, Vg, may be extrapolated by 

i E LMNgq 

where Ngq is the number of i such that (i E LMNgq). The 
assumption used in this extrapolation is that the magnifica- 
tions for the gels are similar and differences can be neglected 
when working in small regions such as the LMN. 
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4 Discussion 

There are a number of different areas dealing with the 2-D gel 
data reduction problem and we will discuss several of them to 
show what the current practice is and where it appears to be 
heading. These are: data reduction paradigms and organiza- 
tion of 2-D geldatabases tomeettheneedsoftheseparadigms; 
parametric data analysis as a possible global gel analysis 
model; comparison of cluster analysis techniques as one ofthe 
components of the data reduction model; some possible op- 
tions for extending future 2-D gel databases to reflect the needs 
of new types of analyses; and finally, perspectives for future 
2-D gel database structures using new types of computer 
database tools. 

4.1 Data reduction paradigms 

We want to reiterate the point that there are common prob- 
lems - some of which are addressed differently by different 
groups. Many of these systems are constructed in a more or 
less modular fashion so that one could theoretically substitute 
different algorithms or program sub-systems for spot quan- 
titation, spot comparison, statistical analysis or clustering 
algorithms, and recording results. Ideally, any system should 
be modular enough to allow the researcher to easily investigate 
other algorithms. In practice, researchers in the electrophore- 
sis field have not caught up with software engineering. The 
paradigms used in structured data analysis have several 
characteristics: (i) access to all stages of data reduction 
simplifies the analysis by facilitating back checking and ad- 
ding additional computations when the research dictates; 
(ii) structuring data along the lines of the problem domain 
simplifying the analysis; (iii) ability to extend database con- 
cepts and corresponding structures; (vi) the ability to 
generalize the data. Tools are generally available to aid in both 
modeling and higher level database maintenance. 

GELLAB-1's analysis sequence is: prefilter, test, cluster 
analysis. This approach approximates the results of the prin- 
cipal component analysis methods, but does not rank-order 
spots in order of correlation. However, one might rank-order a 
set of previously determined statistically significant spots by 
probabilityp-value to get similar results. GELLAB is designed 
to use overtly designed prefilters which can be easily changed, 
tested and used in a non-subjective manner. If there are large 

volumes of data, one can not hope to review and edit all this 
data, and thus automatic detection of marker spots becomes 
increasingly useful. In experiments, one prefers using replicate 
gel samples which can then be used for statistically valid 
database analysis. This is as opposed to using a single image 
which has been subjectively improved using interactive grap- 
phics. Thus the use of the GELLAB analysis sequence allows 
us to handle statistically the experimental noise always found 
in real gel data. 

4.2 Organization of 2-D gel database 

Table 7 compares 2-D gel database organizations for some of 
these systems. Different types of data structures are required 
for sequential statistical searches rather than for creating the 
initial spot pairing structure (which is a type 2 organized by 
gel). For that reason GELLAB uses type I data (organized by 
spot) resulting in more efficient sequential searches. That is, 
kefs ]  are sorted by spot so that spot expression profile data is 
available efficiently. However, this organization is at the cost 
of making updating the database somewhat more difficult. In 
practice, the additional overhead of adding a gel is less than 
one minute/gel, is only done once, and is not really significant 
in the context of the total analysis. In either type of structure, 
performing an analysis of some small part of the database 
involves accessing subsets of {spots} and keZs}. What is being 
analyzed determines how efficient the database access is. If an 
operation is to be repeated, it may be cost-effective to generate 
a temporary derivative database structure in a more con- 
venient form - a paradigm both GELLAB and other systems 
use. 

4.3 Parametric data analysis 

Differentiation during cell development or reaction to the en- 
vironment often causes drastic switches in cell physiology 
between different states [51]. In discussing a common 
mechanism of transcription of yeast and mammals, Guarente 
[531 suggests the importance of an interacting network: ". . . 
an interacting network of regulatory proteins appears to lay 
down the program of spatial development in drosophilia cell 
types." We suggest that genetic expression in cells may be 
modeled as a network capable of discrete states determining 
the expression of each gene. Thus parametric models of pro- 

Table 7. Comparison of 2 - ~  gel database organizations'' 

Database type Advantages Disadvantages 

(1) Gels sorted by Rspot 
in sequential random 
access file 

One file for faster access to  whole DB, 
faster DB search looking at data for 
gels of same Rspot. 

If preallocate space for more gels then waste space 
otherwise more time computing to  add gels. 
To add gel (a) add spot list, (b) add spot pairing file 
with/Rgel, (c) merge spot pairing file w/PCG DB. 

(2) Rspots sorted by gel 
in separate gel 
spot list file 

Easier and faster to add new gel: 
(a) add spot list, 
(b) add spot pairing file which is the DB. 

Too many directories-files slows down analysis 
if large #gels. Slow search through DB when 
look at all spots for gels of same Rspot. 
Worst case is N X M match-files for N gels. 

a) For a case (1) sweep through the database, the data is readily available for a sequential search since all spots in the DB have data for all gels 
for each spot immediately available. In case (2), for M gels and N spots, this requires doing NxM file lookups and scans for the particular 
(spot, gel) pair of interest. If the file system used random access of single gel file data and M gel files were opened simultaneously, then one 
could keep a cache for each file and the overhead would not be that bad. GELLAB is a type (1) DB while ELSIE/MELANIE, QUEST, 
HERMeS are type (2). in type (2) systems. DB data may be extracted from match-pair files into a different view of the database (file or 
table which can then be treated as type (1) DB. Although GELLAB final form DB data is type ( l ) ,  the Gel-Comparison-Files are equivalent 
to  type ( 2 )  data ~ the linkage however is made through Rspots in the type (1) DB. 
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teinj’s expression ej can be considered as a function of (i) en- 
vironmental conditions, (ii) expression of a subset of other pro- 
teins ej* - a subset k of all proteins in the organism E ,  and 
(iii) time t. Eq. (14) illustrates this general statement. We can 
refine this model (Eq. 15), which is suggested in the following 
discussion. 

ej(class, envirn, ej*, t) Zej (class, envirn, {eili in SRLk}, t) (14) 

“Chaos theory” is an areaofmathematics dealing with model- 
ing complex systems which exhibit radically different states of 
behavior. For example, behavior seen during cell differentia- 
tion, heat shock, etc. Such behavior is not always predictable 
using a linear extrapolation of previous events and is often 
sensitive to the initial state of the system. Many such chaotic 
systems can be modeled using parametric nonlinear differen- 
tial equations (NLDE) as one way ofdescribing a system with 
multiple global states which can pass from one state to another 
[54]. Busse has modeled nonlinear parametric chemical net- 
work oscillators using a system of NLDE 1551. Much of the 
work on understanding stable and unstable states (called 
points of attraction and saddle points, respectively) had been 
done by Poincare [561, as noted in [571. However, the general 
solution to a system of coupled (thus synchronized) nonlinear 
differential equations is not usually obtainable except for some 
particular forms 1571. Themain problemis that actual systems 
often do  not have these solvable forms. Another problem is 
that much information is missing, leading to an underdeter- 
mined system. 

Eq. (14) can be expressed in more explicit form. We can 
assume a first order time dependency for protein expression 
although it is not clear that this would hold adequately for all 
regulatory mechanisms. The form of a set of ej might be mod- 
eled with the following time-dependent first order NLDE 
where E is a column vector ofej, Co,Ko (t) are constant vectors, 
C ,  and K ,  ( t )  are constant matrix terms for equations on the 
order of n, n > 0. The C terms could model the coupling 
between ej (the linkage of expression between various pro- 
teins), while K ( t )  terms model the environment (for arelatively 
constant environment). ET is the matrix transpose of E. 

L l Y  
?[-CO + C, - E + E .  C, a E T + .  . . + Ko(t) + _- 

K,(t)  . E + E . K2(t) . ET + . . . (15) 

Of course most ofE(t) will be 0 (i. e. that part ofthe genome not 
being expressed) and of those proteins remaining, one might 
hypothesize on the basis of observing 2-D gels for some model 
systems that many ej are uncoupled from one another so that 
the C ,  and K ,  (t) could be sparse. By carefully controlling the 
cell environment, one might force K,to be sparse for some n > 
0 and nearly constant. However, the equations are still un- 
derdetermined and may not fit the form of those equations 
which can be solved exactly - although numerical solutions 
may be possible if various assumptions are made. However, 
the solutions of these types of coupled equations may yield the 
type ofmultistate biological behavior observed and expected. 

We propose using subsets of spots as one basis for generating 
initial estimates. The form of equations fitting the 2-D gel data 
(modeling it well) might suggest or rule out possible underlying 
biological mechanisms as explanations for such a model. In 
any case, such biological explanations must conform to 
quantitative data from the 2-D gel analysis. Thus the resulting 

forms put real constraints upon hypotheses explaining the 
molecular biology of a network model of genetic expression. 
One may postulate laws which may constrain this higher order 
analysis: (i) There are a limited number of permissible (non- 
lethal) states of differentiation. (ii) There are also a limited 
number of thermodynamically optimal states. (iii) Conserva- 
tion of cell resources is necessary for normal activities and this 
may restrict the number of such states. There is a theoretical 
upper bound on the number of states S o f a  eucaryote based on 
the number of proteins expressed, N ,  - and the number of pro- 
teins which could interact with each other, K. In the human 
genome, if the number of total proteins in the genome is on the 
order of 50 000 while N i s  on the order of 10 000, then S is on 
the order of 

For some model systems, ifKis very small, then the magnitude 
of S may be manageable by computer. Biological model sys- 
tems which could most productively use this higher order a- 
nolysis are those such as E. coli. Another question which 
might be addressed is whether the expression of genes is in a 
continuous or discontinuous set of states for a set of asyn- 
chronous samples. That is, for all gels in adatabase containing 
various experimental classes, does the ratio of Spot A to Spot 
B change continuously? Is the distribution ofthe ratio Poisson 
(1 state) and with what variance, bimodal (2 states), trimodal 
( 3  states), etc.? Is this due to simple genetic regulation of 
possibly to some “chaotic” parametric control of regulation 
which could produce multiple stable states? 

4.4 Cluster analysis as a data reduction tool 

Table 8 lists the cluster analysis methods used by some of the 
gel database analysis systems. Cluster analysis can be used to 
find sets of gels which are similar in some sense and detection 
of outlier gels in an experimental class. I t  can also be used to 
find sets of marker proteins which can be used to discriminate 
between two or more classes of gels. We have used it for the 
separation of marker spots into expression profile groups 
which are putatively functionally related [59]. Some of the 
clustering algorithms are able to rank-order these marker pro- 
teins by their ability to discriminate gel classes [611. Cluster 
analysis is discussed in terms of the numerical taxonomy [621 
and principal components analysis as a form of multivariate 
statistics [63], two subdisciplines with different ways of view- 
ing the data. Conceptual clustering [27,641 attempts to cluster 
objects representing a set of features and to discover rules 
defining relationships between objects in these classes. In- 
stead of the numerical similarity measures representing 
clusters normally associated with numerical taxonomy 
methods, the conceptual clustering methodology represents 
sets of objects by sets of concepts derived from the cluster 
analysis. Conceptual clustering has been used for gel clas- 
sification [61]. H o  et al. t6.51, using conceptual clustering, 
describe a general algorithm for generating rules for expert 
systems from observations. Other recent advances in the op- 
timization of tree construction from the distance matrices 
make the particular clustering method used less important in 
minimizing ‘‘linkage’’ effects [661. It also reduces the uncer- 
tainty of cluster membership of objects midway between two 
clusters. The two main objectives using cluster analysis seem 
to be (i) discriminating gel classes based on marker proteins for 
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Table 8. Comparison of cluster analysis methods: N spots, K spot subset, M gels 

Variables Objects Purpose Methods References 

K of N selected 
marker spots 

M gels for K of 
N spot express- 
ion profiles 

M gels for K of 
N spot express- 
ion profiles 

M gels for K of 
M spot express- 
ion profiles 

M gels, N spots 
expression 
profiles 

M gels 

K selected spots 

K selected spots 

K selected spots 

N spots as eigenvectors 

Subclassify gels as function 

Group putatively functionally Prefilter + t-Test + complete- 1591 GELLAB 

Prefilter + t-Test + complete- cf, Fig. 3 GELLAB 
of marker spots linkage cluster-analysis 

related proteins linkage cluster-analysis 

Group putatively functionally Principal component analysis 1901 TYCHO/KEPLER 
related proteins 

Group putatively functionally Heuristic clustering analysis 161 1 MELANIE/ELSIE-IV 
related proteins 

Group putatively functionally Principal component analysis 191 1 
related proteins Predicate calculus 1151 HERMeS 

clinical applications, and (ii) finding groups of coregulated 
proteins. 

4.5 Options for future 2-D gel databases 

Future 2-D gel database systems will need to integrate other 
information including gene and protein sequence, structure 
and function databases with the 2-D gel databases 16-81. 
Table 5 lists some of this associated information. Several in- 
vestigators developing 2-D gel analysis systems have sug- 
gested using auxiliary biological databases (both nucleic acid 
and protein sequence as well as others) to help perform more 
informed experiments at the molecular biology level [ 1,16,40, 
671. A number of detailed specific gel databases have been 
assembled over different cell lines and species. These include: 
human lymphocytes [34,68,69,701; human fibroblasts [711; 
HeLa [721; correlation between mouse and human patterns 
[731; human plasma proteins [741; E.  coli [751; and the rat 
REF52 cellline (normal and transformed clones) [761. Ander- 
son’s group has published extensively on protein maps for a 
variety of domains [771. New databases are beginning to ap- 
pear in a number of different domains. 

Anderson et al. [ 1, 671 suggested the Human Protein Index 
and its extension to other species and dimensions of data as a 
way of both approaching the complexity ofbiological systems 
and of communicating such information between labora- 
tories. They suggest [401 the use of annotated databases 
(ADB) associated with each gel quantitative databases (QDB) 
(the type of databases we have been discussing so far) to point 
into a wide variety of auxiliary database files using relational 
database formalisms. Using simple hierarchical and relational 
architectures, relations are hierarchically defined on: pro- 
perties (of anything in the data base), mappings (of spots be- 
tween gel databases), people (who work on a database), 
bibliography, definitions (ofterms used in the ADB), synonym 
(for users to map their jargon to that of the DB), contexts (ex- 
perimental systems), functions (of the data), and rules (to 
relate other objects in the ADB). Given these basic relations in 
the ADB and programs to operate on it and the QDB, one 
could then use such a database to aid new research. Anderson 
[401 suggests that given a sufficient ADB plus QDB it would 
be possible to exchange such a database between laboratories 
since the ADB includes definitions which could be used to in- 
terpret the QDB for other laboratories. 

Garrels [131 suggests using a hierarchy of databases con- 
sisting of databases for: an individual’experiment, other ex- 
periments in the system, and/or a species-specific database. 
He also suggests some of the implications of the network 
structure of a database based on matchsets [761. “. . . First, 
there is no limit to the number ofmatchsets that can be entered. 
Second, there is no need to directly match highly divergent 
protein patterns; these can be linked through intermediate gels 
(for example a gel representing a mixture of two samples). 
Third, any amount ofconnectivity is allowed. Matchsets from 
a group of related experiments may be highly connected 
to each other, yet these may not be connected at all with 
matchsets for another cell type or another species. However, 
when additional information (such as protein identity of 
amino acid composition) allows a match between spots of 
representative linker gels from the distanct matchsets, a con- 
nection is immediately made between two potentially large 
bodies of data.” As we discussed in Section 3, a GELLAB gel 
database is equivalent to a matchset or match-pair database; 
therefore, these comments also apply for data in other 
database forms. 

Miller and Olson’s ELSIE-4 system [ 10, 30, 791 is a UNIX- 
based system using the concepts of match-groups and match- 
pairs. The philosophy is to construct a set of match-pair files 
between gels (a match-pair file contains lists of matches 
between gels - similar to Garrels’ matchsets). These in turn are 
processed with UNIX shell level sequences of program 
“tools7’ to produce match-groups of corresponding spots 
across the gels of interest. Some effort is spent in detecting and 
then interactively correcting these match-pair files using the 
powerful tools they have developed. This can result in the con- 
struction of a highly reliable database. Editing includes: 
(i) splitting a spot, (ii) merging two (or more) spots into one, 
(iii) repairing mis-paired spots. Some of this can be automated 
but manualreviewofcomputerdecisionsisrequired. Miller 1301 
notes that matchpair errors can be multiplicative if a cross- 
matching is performed on a sequence of gels. If, on the other 
hand, all gels are matched to a single gel (as is done with the 
Rgel in GELLAB), these errors do not propagate. However, 
for the latter method we trade off this advantage for another 
problem. A gel matched with the Rgel may in fact have a much 
better match with some other gel with a similar geometry but 
will not be able to take advantage of this fact. 
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GELLAB’s approach to spot mispairing (although it has 
minimal spot editing built into the GELLAB-I database 
program) is to handle mispairings statistically. Whenever 
possible, replicate gels should be used so that false positive or 
false negative spots for different gels can be quickly checked 
using mosaic and Rmap images [191. Spots found to be mis- 
paired can be corrected in the GELLAB I database using the 
spot editor on the gel database rather than lower level paired 
gel files. GELLAB-I1 will expand this spot editing facility us- 
ing interactive graphics. Any (PI, M W )  position in a gel g can 
be mapped to the Rgel as @I, MW)R,,,. Then, the mappings of 
@I, MW)Rgelfor all Rspot numbers are kept in the geldatabase. 
A list of Rspot sets containing all spots in any gel around any 
given (PIe, M W )  region can be retrieved and edited. The posi- 
tion could be specified interactively using gel images. The 
MELANIE system of Hochstrasser et al. [ 1 1,121, is based on 
Miller’s ELSIE system and uses heuristic clustering exten- 
sions to principal component analysis (PCA) to find char- 
acteristic sets of spots which can be used for classifying 
gels. They suggest capturing expert-system rules inferred from 
results of PCA using conceptual clustering [ 6 1, SO]. 

The HERMeS system of Vincens, Tarroux et al. 115, 16, 
8 1, 821 uses predicate calculus and relational database 
technology to express and implement “prefilter” constraints. 
The relational database facility gives the ability to delve into 
other auxiliary tabular databases. Expressing search condi- 
tions using predicate calculus is more powerful than the 
GELLAB-I approach because of its generality, but seems 
more awkward and unintuitive - especially for inexperienced 
or occasional users because of the necessity of specifying 
the constraints in one of the predicate calculus equivalent 
languages. They propose creating expert-system rules to aid 
the data reduction and have used such rule-based systems in 
parts of their implementation [ 1 5 ,  321. A learning program 
would automatically detect regularity in the study data and 
deduce these rules 161. Later, Leavitt et al. 1831 have an in- 
teresting approach which uses amino acid compositions 
measured for a set of gels of the same material with different 
amino acids radiolabeled to establish the linkage between 2-D 
and sequence databases. Alternatively, one could cut out 
spots from gels, microsequence them [61, and then find 
homologies in sequence databases such as GenBank (In- 
telligenetics, Los Alamos) EMBL (European Molecular Biol- 
ogy Laboratory, Heidelberg) or NBRF (National Biomedical 
Research Foundation) to make the linkage as “connector 
databases” [ 841. 

Hanash, Neel,Kuick,Skolnickef al. [20,50,70,85] havecon- 
centrated on the spot matching aspects of the database 
problem. Using their approach, one can match more than two 
gels at a time. Datais currently obtained by using the bioimage 
system I201 which summarizes data as a list of spots with 
values for matched gels. These are subsequently merged into 
group-match (GM) files. These in turn are used to construct 
composite-match (CM) files. The CM file is similar to the 
GELLAB Cgel’ estimate of a ‘canonical gel’ [ 171. However, 
the CM gel is used extensively to improve spot matching by 
matching two derived CM files to produce a new GM file and 
this process may be iterated. Our approach with GELLAB-11, 
which has been partially outlined in this paper, is to layer an 
object-oriented database with the cgelp2 database program as 
one of its components. This auxiliary database and its ‘data 
manager’ will have access to various types of data objects and 

‘methods’ for handling them. We will discuss object-oriented 
databases later in this paper. 

4.6 Perspectives for future 2-D gel database structures 

Object-oriented databases (OODB) are a relatively new way 
of organizing data. Such a methodology employs more ad- 
vanced ways of organizing and processing data, by encap- 
sulating data and the methods which know how to process this 
data as objects. An object definition is a set of named data 
instances and possible procedures, called methods, for per- 
forming operations on that data. Just because a method exists 
does not mean that it has to be used - it is acapability which is 
available to operate on that data. No other methods can 
manipulate that data. In addition, an object can inherit other 
object definitions as well as modify these inherited definitions. 
Examples of some object categories are: spot (for an individ- 
ual gel), Rspot (across a set of gels), sets of spots, gel, sets of 
gels, gel-databases, sets or subsets of gel databases, etc. Table 
5 suggests the derivedobject spot and the subclasses ofobjects 
from which it was derived. Thatle [SSl describes object- 
oriented databases for other domains but the basic schema 
might be used in the 2-D gel domain. Programming languages, 
such a s C + +  [S9l, which embodymanyoftheseconcepts,are 
becoming increasingly popular. Other similar approaches are 
being applied in the HERMeS and MELANIE systems. Ob- 
ject-oriented databases are a way of dealing with the complexi- 
ty of tree or graph structured lists and of hiding complexity. 
Associated with different objects, in addition to being used to 
store data, are procedures or methods which are available to 
operate on that data. Objects can inherit attributes ofother ob- 
ject classes (such as might appear in other types ofdata bases) 
- both as single and multiple inheritance (the latter being a 
many-to-one mapping). OODB overcome the shortcomings 
of network, hierarchical or relational database in modeling 
power because as Thatle notes “OODB do not have the 
restrictions on the necessary diversity and richness of object 
types and structures” [SSJ. The methods one defines with 
the object know how to operate on the objects. The different 
pieces of data in an object are sometimes called slots; therefore 
adding another type of data consists ofjust adding another slot 
(data structure and methods to process it) to its object defini- 
tion. Anderson’s annotated database concept [401 is major 
progress in that direction. Some of the types of slots which 
might be used in such an OODB for 2-D gels arelistedin Table 
5 .  Because OODB can handle inheritance, duplication of in- 
formation found in the existing nucleic acid or protein 
sequence data bases can be avoided. This has the added 
advantage that the chance of error is reduced since the infor- 
mation is entered once - by the maintainers of those other 
databases. 

Other issues need to be addressed with these database 
hierarchies. Ways of discussing datain aglobalcontext as well 
as a local context are required. For example, one might use a 
primary spot accession index (which is citable) when talking 
about the master index (such as the protein sequence data- 
base) and secondary spot numbers when working a local 
database. The database needs a data dictionary such as men- 
tioned by Anderson [401 in his ADB, but again this should be 
divided into two types: the standardized and thelocal. In some 
cases, relations can be created to map one definition into the 
other, while in other cases additional terms can be introduced 
through the local data dictionary which have not yet been 
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standardized. In the past few years GenBank and EMBL 
began an effort to standardize their annotation and feature for- 
mats. As 2-D gel data bases will be accessing this data as aux- 
iliary databases, these sequence databases should be tracked 
to avoid duplication and to maximize their utility. Associated 
with this development will be increased use of artificial 
intelligence and expert-system techniques for both spot 
analysis and experimental design management [ 12,15,16,19, 
32,65,801. Ease of use is important. As Miller [791 points out 
“. . . programs which are ‘user friendly’ are made so by putting 
the user into a procedural straight jacket that allows no flex- 
ibility in the way gels are processed. On the other hand, 
systems that provide a wealth of flexibility, with many ways of 
processing the data may be a joy to the expert, but frustrating- 
ly incomprehensible to the new or computer-naive user”. In 
ELSIE-IV, he gains the flexibility for experimenting with a 
new analysis algorithm by prototyping it using the UNIX 
AWK language to process data obtained by his “listgroups” 
program. Successful prototype algorithms are then recoded 
more efficiently and added to a library of such functions. Such 
packages of sequences of such functions could be repackaged 
to be more transparent and thus more user friendly. 

It has been our experience that user friendliness need not be 
constraining. (i) User-friendly systems can be made powerful 
enough to do almost everything required for a particular ap- 
plication domain. (ii) Escape mechanisms can be built into 
such systems which will also satisfy the expert user. Use of 
high level tools such as command macros or scripts (generated 
by 4th generation type tools), or expert-system interfaces can 
facilitate access to new developments in the current context of 
the system for inexperienced users. GELLAB allows ex- 
perimentation with new algorithms on gel database prefiltered 
data by generating derived data sets which are SPSS (statistics 
package for the social sciences) compatible but which can be 
(and are) used for a variety of analyses by GELLAB. This is 
similar to Miller’s use of“1istgroups”. Our philosophy has also 
been to test new algorithms outside of the gel database 
program using these SPSS files and then incorporate the 
algorithm into the database program if found to be useful. In 
addition, GELLAB-I1 will be able to transparently run other 
programs on such derived data as if these programs were in- 
corporated into the main gel database program. Cgelp2 will 
also be able to act as a “database server” for other programs 
on a computer network. 

In summary, there are common themes seen in all the 2-D gel 
analysis systems reviewed here. They all handle and attempt 
to automate to various degrees the processes of data acquisi- 
tion, spot-quantification, spot-pairing, composite database 
generation and its subsequent manipulation. Composite 
database analyses perform statistical and logical searches 
through this data and record the results which are then 
available for further analysis. Flexible database offer the 
promise of being able to apply additional constraints from in- 
formation supplied by external databases containing other 
types of biological information. A 2-D gel analysis system em- 
bodying this paradigm should be easy to use both in the sense 
of minimum training required and offering on-line expert- 
system assistance to help plan exploratory data analysis 
strategies. The system should be usable for other types of 
analysis besides 2-D gels, ideally including mathematical 
modelling of other biological activities as well as one-dimen- 
sional gel data. A system should be extensible so that new 
gel analysis algorithms may be easily added, allowing the 

researcher to try out new analytic procedures without any 
drastic modifications to the system. Databases should be self- 
organizing using OODB concepts and be in formats that are 
portable to different gel analysis systems across laboratories. 
No restrictions should be placed on how much of the OODB 
needs to be previously defined. Rather, it should allow the in- 
dividual user to fill out objects as data is required or becomes 
available - possibly with data from other laboratories as the 
reproducibility problem is better understood. 

We would like to thank the referees for their many useful 
suggestions in improving the style of this paper. 
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6 Appendix: GELLAB terminology 

The following five categories of terms used in GELLAB are 
briefly defined. 

6.1 Gels 

Gels are the basic experimental object of discourse. We may 
discuss them with respect to a particular gel sample or 
abstractly with respect to a database (DB) idealization of a set 
of gels or gel domain. 
Rgel- is a ‘representative’gel in the database under considera- 
tion where most spots appear to be found. It is the particular 
gel to which all other accessioned gels geometry is mapped in 
referring to corresponding spots. 
Cgel -is the ‘ideal’ or ‘canonical’ gel which does not exist in an 
actual gel database. If it did, it would contain all spots seen in 
all gels. 
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Cgel‘ - is an estimate of the Cgel and may be computed for a 
subset of gels using a subset of the composite gel (PCG) DB 
(defined below). Each class of gels in the database could be 
represented by its computed Cgel’. This allows for extensive 
data compression in the database but retains individual spot 
variances for subsequent calculations. 
Working Set ofgels - is a subset of all gels in the composite gel 
(PCG) DB which are currently visible. The user can redefine 
which gels are in the working set at any time. 
Experimental class - of gels is a subset of gels in the working 
set of gels which are all of the same experimental class, e.g. 
lymphoid vs. myeloid leukemia gels. The same gels may 
simultaneously belong to other classes, e.g. acute vs. chronic 
leukemia. 
Gel subset - is any defined subset of gels in the database. A gel 
subset is defined by one of several criteria: gels in the same ex- 
perimental class, gels in the working set, explicit definition, set 
operations on other sets of gels, etc. Although there may be 
gels in a subset which are not in the working set of gels, only 
those which are in both sets are visible during an analysis. 

6.2 Spots and groups (sets) of spots 

Spots are those polypeptides detected in the gels that we are 
trying to analyze. As withgels, there are several different levels 
of discourse. 
Spot - generally refers to a particular polypeptide spot in a 
particular gel. 
Rspot number - is a number which uniquely defines cor- 
responding spots in different gels of a particular composite gel 
(PCG) DB. This Rspot number is an arbitrary sequential 
number which is assigned in the database. Corresponding 
spots in any gel can be retrieved by knowing the Rspot num- 
ber and the gel accession number. 
Rspot set of spots - a set of corresponding spots in different 
gels which correspond to the same Rspot number. There is one 
spot from each gel which corresponds to the same Rspot 
number. 
Landmark spot - is a specific easily recognized spot interac- 
tively defined to be the same for all gels. A set of Landmark 
spots are all those spots (typically 10 to 20) determined for 
each and every gel in an experiment. 
Extended Rspot (eRspot) - is an Rspot for any spot found in 
gels other than the Rgel and not found in the Rgel. Therefore 
the set of all Rspots (extended and unextended) includes all 
spots found on any gel. 
Extrapolated paired spot (EP) - is a synthetic spot ex- 
trapolated to any gel (including the Rgel) when the corres- 
ponding spot is missing from that gel. It is assigned zero in- 
tegrated density. 
Compositepair spot (CP) - is a synthetic spot formed by con- 
sidering several adjacent spots as part of the same spot group 
and treating them as one spot for statistical purposes. 
Search results list(SRL) -is alist ofRspotnumbers (e.g. those 
found to be significant after an analysis of the database). The 
list can be edited or created explicitly or may be the result of an 
automated statistical analysis of the database. 
S R L  subset - (SRL[nl)is an SRL saved as a separate subset n 
or Rspot numbers with its own user-assigned annotation title. 
The spot subset may be derived from a variety of database 
search and/or post-search operations. The SRL subset may be 
referred to by either its assigned set number (e.g. SRL[SI) or by 
its title. The SRL subset may also be retrieved by specifying 
relational expressions of key words found in the title - or by 
querying which SRL subsets contain which spots. 

6.3 Images 

Raw gel image - is the original computer readable scanned 
image of a gel which can be calibrated in optical density units 
or counts per minute. 
Mapped gel image - is a transformed gel image such that the 
geometry of the initial gel image is mapped to the geometry of 
another so that they could then be superimposed to visually 
compare corresponding spots in the two gels. 
Rmap image - is a synthetic image composed of a particular 
gel image with those Rspot numbers of interest overlayed (cf. 
Fig. 2). It is useful for getting a global view of spots of interest 
and at optionally different magnifications. It can be displayed 
on a video display or a line-drawing plot. 
Mosaic image - is a synthetic image composed of similar 
regions or ‘panels’ from different gel images which surround a 
particular spot. These panels are sorted by mininum protein 
concentration in raster order (top to bottom, left to right). It is 
useful for validating marker spots identified by statistical 
analysis. It can be displayed on avideo display or aline-draw- 
ing plot. 

6.4 Database files 

Database files are the raw material used by the data analysis 
programs at various stages ofprocessing and data reduction. 
Gel accessionfile - contains the basic auxiliary sample iden- 
tification information for all gel experiments. Each gel is in- 
dexed by its unique accession number of the form XXXX.E. 
Gel imagefiles - are raw scanned gel images created at the 
time the gels are digitized into the system. 
Gel spotfile (GSF) - is a list of spots, with an identifying con- 
nected-component number for each spot, and their features, 
e.g. centroid @I, MW), concentration (integrated optical den- 
sity or counts/minute), area, etc. segmented or extracted from 
a single gel image. The data from GSF files is used to construct 
the gel comparison files. 
Gel comparisonfile (GCF) - is a list of spots paired between 
the Rgel and another gel using GSF data and a set oflandmark 
spots common to both gels. The G C F  corresponds to 
matchset or match-pair files generated by algorithms used by 
other systems. Some oftheseother systems usejust afew land- 
marks or guess the initial landmarks and‘grow’them through 
the gel -thus requiring no initial manual landmark definitions. 
The data from G C F  files is used to construct the composite 
P C G  DB file. 
Paged composite gel databasefile (PCG DB) - is a random 
access composite 3-D gel database built from all of the G C F  
data. Subsequently, extrapolated spots missing from any gel 
but present in some gel may be added for the gels where they 
are missing. A P C G  DB may be thought of as a complete gel 
database resulting from all the gels in a given experiment. The 
term paged is a computer science term meaning that only part 
of the information in a file resides in the high speed computer 
memory at any one time - that part which is currently being 
analyzed. Paging algorithms are commonly used to 
automatically and efficiently bring data required in (out) of 
localmemoryfrom(to)arandomaccessPCGDB disk file. 
Spot search results listfile - is a list of SRLs, each of which 
consists of a title and list of Rspot numbers identified in the 
P C G  DB analysis. 
Composite gelfile (CGL) - all of the data in the P C G  DB as 
currently viewed by the cgelp2 DB program. 
SPSS  datafile - is a list of Rspot set data for selected spots in 
the P C G  database. Alternatively, it can consist of all protein 
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concentration data for all working set gels by all spots visible 
to the prefilter with missing spots defaulting to 0. This numeric 
data file is suitable for input to commercially available 
statistical analysis programs such as SPSS or SAS as well as 
other data analysis programs. 
Inquirefile - lists the results of performing a search or SRL 
post processing operations. 
Tablefile - lists the results ofperforming statistical operations 
resulting in various types of global summary statistics tables 
(e.g. correlation, expression-profile tables, etc.). 

6.5 Data filters 

Data filters are programs or parts of programs which ‘filter 
out’ uninteresting data prior to performing a requested opera- 
tion. Data needs to be filtered for a variety of reasons and at 
different levels of the data analysis. 
Prefilter - is a set of constraints on spot properties which must 
be present for a spot to be considered for further processing. 
These limits test for features of individual spots and the Rspot 
set as awhole to determine its applicability for further tests. 

Statistical test - is a subsequent Rspot set filter applied to all 
successfully prefiltered Rspot sets to produce an SRL. These 
univariate tests include parametric tests: such as a t-test (both 
standard and Behrens-Fisher based on F-statistic for equal/ 
unequal variance, Ftest ,  etc.; and non-parametric tests such 
as the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney, Kruska-Wallis, etc. I 181). 
The data in each Rspot set is tested for significant differences 
using one of the these tests comparing two or more classes of 
gels (e.g. AML vs. CLL). 
SRL subset operations - (Union, Intersection, Difference) is 
considered a postfilter operation performed using the results 
of previous statistical tests or SRL subset operations resulting 
in additional SRL subsets (defined above). It is used to 
compare the members of various SRLs. 
Clusteringoperations - on subsets of gels and/or SRL subsets 
can result in the definition of additional relationships between 
gels or Rspot sets. For example, spots can be clustered into 
coordinately regulated spots as a function of protein expres- 
sion profiles; gels can be clustered into groups which can be 
predicted by marker proteins. 
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Systematic analysis ofthe total proteins of a mammalian 
organism: Principles, problems and implications for 
sequencing the human genome 

High-resolution two-dimensional electrophoresis (2-DE) has reached a technologi- 
cal level that allows us to resolve most of the numerous unknown protein species of a 
mammalian organism if appropriate strategies are used. We will discuss the problems 
of classification and characterization of proteins and propose a systematic approach 
to the analysis of the total protein complex. Both a comprehensive as well as a 
pragmatic approach towards systematic analysis have been considered. A“comp1ex 
protein database” is suggested and considered with regard to various uses. A 
systematic analysis of the mouse proteins has been started and some of the 
preliminary results are summarized here. In particular, genetic properties of the pro- 
teins were investigated and are presented in order to demonstrate the significance of a 
systematic analysis of proteins for research and practical application (e. g. 
mutagenicity testing). A concept is presented for sequencing the coding DNA of 
mouse and man, starting with a systematic analysis of mouse proteins and then using 
two recently developed methods - microsequencing of proteins from spots of 2-DE 
protein patterns, and utilization of the relatively short N-terminal sequences obtained 
- to produce the corresponding cDNA’s of these proteins. 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Early attempts in constructing protein databases 

Since the development of high resolution two-dimensional 
electrophoresis (2-DE) of proteins in 1975 [ 1,2], new techni- 
Correspondence: Prof. Dr. Dr. J .  Klose, Institut fur Toxikologie und 
Embryonal-Pharmakologie, Freie Universitat Berlin, Garystrasse 5, 
D-1000 Berlin 33, Federal Republic of Germany 

Abbreviations: 2-DE, two-dimensional electrophoresis; IEF, isoelectric 
focusing; SDS, sodium dodecyl sulfate 

ques of fundamental significance for this method have been in- 
troduced, e. g. fluorography, silver staining, evaluation of the 
protein patterns by densitometry and computer analysis, and 
isoelectric focusing with Immobilines (for reviews see: [3-61). 
Taking into account all the other improvements made in 
sample preparation, gel technique, buffer systems, running 
conditions, in the conventional staining procedures and the 
development of electrophoresis equipment, 2-DE has reached 
a technological level that makes it possible, using suitable 
strategies, to resolve almost all the different protein species 
present in a single cell type. In the early 1980’s, therefore, a 
vivid discussion developed concerning a “human protein in- 
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